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Dynamic HTML: The Definitive Reference (2nd Edition)O'Reilly, 2002
I am going to admit a selfish motive for writing this book and, more recently, updating it to the second edition: I needed the finished product for my own consulting and development work. After struggling in the early Version 4 browser days with tangled online references and monstrous printed versions of Netscape, Microsoft, and World Wide Web...
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3D Shape: Its Unique Place in Visual PerceptionMIT Press, 2008
The uniqueness of shape as a perceptual property lies in the fact that it is both complex and structured. Shapes are perceived veridically—perceived as they really are in the physical world, regardless of the orientation from which they are viewed. The constancy of the shape percept is the sine qua non of shape perception; you are...
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Phase Conjugate Laser Optics (Wiley Series in Lasers and Applications)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
A cutting-edge guide to the latest innovations in laser technology         

The latest addition to the Wiley Series in Lasers and Applications, Phase Conjugate Laser Optics provides a complete review of the state of the art of phase conjugate lasers, including laser demonstrations, performance, technology, and a selection of the most...
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The ActionScript 3.0 Quick Reference Guide: For Developers and Designers Using Flash: For Developers and Designers Using Flash CS4 Professional (Adobe Developer Library)Adobe Developer Library, 2008

	
		"No matter what your background, the pages that follow will provide you with some excellent knowledge, insight, and even a little bit of wisdom in the realm of Flash and ActionScript. Happy learning!"-- Branden Hall, from the Foreword

		

		Written by Flash insiders with extensive knowledge of the technology,...
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Secure Programming with Static Analysis (Addison-Wesley Software Security Series)Addison Wesley, 2007
The First Expert Guide to Static Analysis for Software Security!
 

Creating secure code requires more than just good intentions. Programmers need to know that their code will be safe in an almost infinite number of scenarios and configurations. Static source code analysis...
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Molecular Cell BiologyW. H. Freeman, 2003
Like ourselves, the individual cells that form our bodies can grow, reproduce, process information, respond to stimuli, and carry out an amazing array of chemical reactions. These abilities define life. We and other multicellular organisms contain billions or trillions of cells organized into complex structures, but many organisms consist of a...
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Giant Planets of Our Solar System: Atmospheres, Composition, and Structure (Springer Praxis Books / Astronomy and Planetary Sciences)Springer, 2009
"Irwin […] has done an outstanding job of presenting material geared to upper-division undergraduates and beginning graduate students." (J.R. Kraus (University of Denver), Choice Feb. 2004)
This book reviews the current state of knowledge of the atmospheres of the giant gaseous planets: Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. The...
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Culture of Cells for Tissue Engineering (Culture of Specialized Cells)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
Step-by-step, practical guidance for the acquisition, manipulation, and use of cell sources for tissue engineering
    Tissue engineering is a multidisciplinary field incorporating the principles of biology, chemistry, engineering, and medicine to create biological substitutes of native tissues for scientific research or clinical use. Specific...
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Antimicrobial Pharmacodynamics in Theory and Clinical Practice (Infectious Disease and Therapy)Marcel Dekker Inc, 2001

	This up-to-the-minute reference explores the pharmacodynamics of antimicrobials as well as the absorption, distribution, metabolism, and elimination of the major classes of antimicrobials-covering new agents such as ketolide antibiotics and highlighting the pharmacodynamic relationship between drug concentration and antimicrobial activity, as...
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Toward Artificial Sapience: Principles and Methods for Wise SystemsSpringer, 2007
The current attempt to emulate human sapience (wisdom) by artificial means should be a step in the right direction beyond the Artificial/Computational Intelligence and Soft Computing disciplines, but is it warranted? Have humans achieved a level of modeling smart systems that justifies talking about sapience-wisdom?
This book presents...
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Algorithms in C++, Parts 1-4: Fundamentals, Data Structure, Sorting, Searching (3rd Edition) (Pts. 1-4)Addison Wesley, 1998
Robert Sedgewick has thoroughly rewritten and substantially  expanded and updated his popular work to provide current and comprehensive  coverage of important algorithms and data structures. Christopher Van Wyk and  Sedgewick have developed new C++ implementations that both express the methods  in a concise and direct manner, and...
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Food Materials Science and EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Food Materials Science and Engineering covers a comprehensive range of topics in relation to food materials, their properties and characterisation techniques, thus offering a new approach to understanding food production and quality control.


	The opening chapter will define the scope and application of food materials science,...
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